
Convenient storage for power

cord and drain hose.

Phoenix R200 is a compact, energy efficient LGR dehumidifier
that removes over 52 liters per day (AHAM) while drawing only
3.7 amps of electricity. The R200 outperforms the larger com
petitive dehumidifiers by removing more water, providing larger
grain depression and consuming less power.
design is surrounded by a durable roto-molded high impact
density polyethylene to create a dehumidifier that is smaller and
lighter than competitive units.

In addition to the performance benefits and tough compact size,
the R200 has patented bypass technology, increased airflow,
multiple ducting options, and a pleated media filter. The R200 is
the latest member of the Phoenix line of LGR d
most effective and versatile drying devices made.

Easy to use solid state control panel

Like every Phoenix, the R200 features effective air filtration with
a pleated media MERV-11 filter. Multiple ducting options are
available with 30 cm intake duct tabs on the lid and a wire duct
collar for 25 cm lay-flat duct.

The outlet grill is configured to accept a variety of thermo
hygrometer probes (e.g.
Vaisala, Humiport, etc.) for
taking accurate psychro-
metric readings. The 0.9m
universal power cord allows
for any country specific ex-
tension cord to be attached.
The 6 m extension cord and
10 m condensate hose store
conveniently inside the
hinged plastic lid.

The R200 marks Phoenix Restoration Equipment’s second
entry into the manufacturing of roto-mold LGR dehumidifiers
proving our commitment to technology, performance and
durability.
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SMALL Size, BIG Performance
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Features

 Removes more than 52 liters per day at AHAM (26.7°C/60%
RH)

 U.S. Patented bypass technology
over a wide temperature range

 The driest air from an LGR finishes jobs quicker
 Draws only 3.7 amps (851 Watt)
 Solid state digital controls
 Integrated automatic bilge pump

be pumped 5m above the unit
 Protected condensate hose
 Telescoping handle
 Recessed 30 cm soft, semi-pneumatic wheels for easy

transportation
 Stacks easily reducing storage space
 Low noise level

We make the products that dry your world

Multiple ducting options

Focused Airflow – patented

focused outlet directs air

downward towards the wettest

surface.

R200 50Hz

SMALL Size, BIG Performance ….

Removes more than 52 liters per day at AHAM (26.7°C/60%

Patented bypass technology – increased performance
over a wide temperature range
The driest air from an LGR finishes jobs quicker

(851 Watt) and removes 2.7 ltr./kw

Integrated automatic bilge pump – allows the condensate to
be pumped 5m above the unit

pneumatic wheels for easy

Stacks easily reducing storage space

We make the products that dry your world

Telescoping handle retracts to

make unit compact for

transport and storage



Phoenix R200 50Hz

New advanced LGR technology
(Low Grain Refrigerant)

How a Phoenix R200 works

The Phoenix R200 uses LGR (Low Grain Refrigerant)
remove more water from the air. In order to better understand LGR
technology, let’s first look at how a conventional refrigerant dehumidifier
works.

Conventional Dehumidifiers

A conventional dehumidifier draws moisture-laden air across a s
super-cooled coils. As the air passes over, its temperature drops below
dew point and water condenses on the cold coils. The dry air is
reheated and exhausted to the room to collect more moisture.

How an LGR works

A dehumidifier with LGR technology improves on conventional refri
gerant designs by pre-cooling the air to increase water removal effi
ciency. The Phoenix R200 uses a special air-to-air heat exchanger to
cool down the air before it passes over the super-cooled coils.
This allows the R200 to create lower specific humidity (
that helps remove bound moisture from structural materials. As an
added bonus, the air-to-air heat exchanger does not use any
so that amp draw stays low.

What is the difference in performance between an LGR and
a conventional refrigerant dehumidifier?

A LGR dehumidifier will return wet materials to acceptable pre
condition faster than a conventional refrigerant. In general, one LGR
can dry out a room in less time and more thoroughly than multiple
conventional refrigerants. Although multiple conventional dehumi
will process a higher volume of air, they are unable to lower the specific
humidity as far as an LGR dehumidifier.
The Phoenix R200 produces very low specific humidity that pulls bound
moisture out of structural materials for more effective drying.
you can start and finish a job with the same dehumidifier.

How does the Phoenix R200 LGR function in low humidity
conditions?

The Phoenix R200 performs extremely well in low humidity conditions
thanks to its LGR technology. The LGR technology in the Phoenix
R200 uses a special air-to-air heat exchanger system to help bring the
air closer to dew point temperature before it passes
cooled evaporator coils. This allows more “coil energy” to be spent on
water removal instead of cooling the air to dew point. This extra
efficiency makes the Phoenix R200 perfectly suited for low humidity
conditions.

Should my next dehumidifier purchase be an LGR or a
conventional refrigerant dehumidifier?

You should seriously consider making your next dehumidifier purchase
one with LGR technology. Drying technology has progressed and an
LGR dehumidifier offers you greater drying ability than previous
designs. The Phoenix R200 is a significant leap forward in dehumidifier
design.
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Specifications

Part No. 4028250

Power 3.7 amps, 230VAC, Grounded
(851 w = 0,85 kwh)

Water 52 liters/day at AHAM
Removal 83 liters/day max. at saturation

Blower 442 m3/hr without external
Ducting – quick drying and perfect static
pressure for hose

Refrigerant 0.74 kg, R410a
Charge

Operating Range 1°C to 40°C

Filters 30 x 30 x 2.5 cm

Ducting Multiple ducting options
Intake - 30 cm flex
Outlet - 25 cm Lay

Warranty Five years:
1st year 100% of Parts and Labor
2nd-5th year 100% of sealed
refrigeration system parts

Dimensions W x D x H: 51 x 51 x 85 cm

Weight 47 kg

Popular Accessories And Replacement Filters

4024750 Intake Flex Duct 30cm x 7.6m
Metallize Polyester

4024935 Lay-Flat Duct 25cm round x 76.2m Roll

Patent 7,246,503
7,281,389

We make the products that dry your world

NAC Europe

Ellegårdvej 18

Tlf.: 74 42 62 92

Fax: 74 42 47 86

Units stack upon themselves for

easy storage and transport.

BIG performance ….

3.7 amps, 230VAC, Grounded
(851 w = 0,85 kwh)

rs/day at AHAM (26.7°C, 60%)
rs/day max. at saturation

/hr without external
quick drying and perfect static

pressure for hose

0.74 kg, R410a

30 x 30 x 2.5 cm. Pleated filter MERV-11

Multiple ducting options
30 cm flex-duct
25 cm Lay-Flat

1st year 100% of Parts and Labor
5th year 100% of sealed

refrigeration system parts

W x D x H: 51 x 51 x 85 cm

Accessories And Replacement Filters

Intake Flex Duct 30cm x 7.6m
Metallize Polyester

Flat Duct 25cm round x 76.2m Roll

We make the products that dry your world

NAC Europe

Ellegårdvej 18  DK-6400 Sønderborg

74 42 62 92 info@nac-europe.com

74 42 47 86 www.nac-europe.com

Units stack upon themselves for

easy storage and transport.


